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Since the date October 3, 1910, when we matriculated and received the customary name of "red-necks," good fellowship and congeniality have been the words characterizing our class.

The Freshman year, crowded as it was, with events, resulted in each of us except Funkhouser and Berryman, receiving nicknames. Burton was called "Greek" because of his color and brogue, although he is strictly Virginian and civilized. "Irish" Hays and "Foolish" Bonds have nicknames, appropriate in every sense of the words. "Texas" Meador hails from the Lone Star state but "Mickey" Wright's name has very little significance when applied to him. "Doll Face" for a man of Granier's physique is not at all appropriate. "Noisy" Reid always displays his wonderful high tenor. Ebling received the name "Sister" on account of being modesty personified. "Dutchman" Stroh is a native of this city. "Shorty" Smith is the "littlest man" but is not "short" in his studies. Thompson is the "Dad" of his class; with Glascock, we use the latter part of his name with an "ie" attached. "Mule" Carter is so called because of the rather large sized aural appendages.

At the beginning of our Junior year, we lost Karabashia and Haworth, but Kemper, Ferguson, Gruner and the two Thomsons increased our number to twenty.

Our Senior year, is, of course, the most important to us, and, with the indication of the mid-year grades before us, the prospects seem very good for new dentists. On June 13, 1913, we shall receive our degrees of Doctor of Dental Surgery, and issue forth into the world to practice the science which we have learned during our three years of schooling. When that day arrives, and we depart for our scattered homes, we will all realize that we are leaving a number of very desirable acquaintances, and when the time for last farewells comes, everyone will wish everyone else a most successful future.

—C. E. B.
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Junior Class

Forty-six students, coming from eight different states and two countries across the pond, make up the Junior Class of 1912-'13.

On the morning of October 2, when we assembled at the school for the second year’s instruction there was little change in personnel from the Freshman year. The look of fright and strangeness worn by most of us at our first appearance had changed to a bolder one by which each seemed desirous to impress the “red necks” that the Juniors were to be the principal actors around there, and were ready to stage a better and more important show this year.

While our class was large in number the first year, it is larger this year due to the annexation of four boys from the
St. Louis Dental College, one from California and one from Tennessee, making a total of forty-six, the largest class Washington Dental School has had in ten years.

As a class we will not only make some enviable records as tooth pullers, but in several athletic organizations we are well represented. H. E. Weir, C. A. Ross, and W. E. Poole did much to win fame as kickers with the football delegation, while H. R. Shanley was lined up with the ball-tossing squad, and played with the Browns the past season and will go to Detroit this year. We are also represented in basketball circles by I. A. Bird and G. C. Gentry, the latter being captain, and under his leadership the team has become near professional.

In regard to our work, the class is making a good showing, and manifests a keen interest in all the new features with which we have to deal, and in most cases the efforts of able instructors are being rewarded by signs of a better and broader understanding, also some “real human intelligence” is being shown.

There is still much more to be done in the few months which remain of our Junior year, and from the present forecast, ample opportunity will be given each one to dispense with all surplus energy in the real work of making good and so prevent their name from being forgotten when the roll is called next year.

As a few closing remarks to this class-history I might add that a feeling of good-fellowship exists between each and every member of the class, which seems to strengthen as the end of our association draws nearer, and when time destines that we shall each go our way, may this tie continue through the years to come.

—I. T. M.

H. R. Duncan was drowned in the Mississippi river, July 21, 1912, while in swimming. Duncan was a member of the Junior Dental Class during the Freshman year and had intended entering again this year. He was an intelligent, courteous and gentlemanly student and a memory of the pleasant associations with him is borne by each of his former classmates.
H. E. Stevenson
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We regret very much that we must confine the noble and eventful history of the Freshman class to a few lines. Our class is not the largest in the history of the school, but what it lacks in number it makes up in the quality of its students.

We constitute the only class which possesses a reverend father, who, clothed in a simple yet dignified robe of white, visits us bi-weekly to give his benediction. The class is honored by having as leading officer, the Professor of Science from the University of Sparta. That most of us pass the exams is due largely to his valuable assistance. The bright stars of the Swiss mountains are here. One especially deserves honorable mention, for how often have we not been charmed by his vivid presentation of life in every European city! One of the youngest Freshmen has become quite proficient in target practice during his leisure moments in Prosthesis. It is to be regretted that he has a natural aversion for the foreigners.
The entire class has joined the Freshman Choral Club conducted by one of the leading professors of Alton Conservatory. Although there was great difficulty at first, the members have gained enough proficiency to sing grand opera with such perfection that our Dean rushes back from dinner so that he may stand at the foot of the stairs and hear the melodious strain.

Our Class Football Team, because of its able manager, has never lost a game! A brilliant record. It is rumored that we are to organize a Base Ball Team also. May the same success attend them.

The Basket Ball Team is really “the thing” of the Dental School. The fellows have toured the Eastern and Western States, and were only once defeated—if I remember rightly, by Harvard. It is rumored that the officials of the University proper are thinking very seriously of having this team represent it next year.

The Freshman Class is the pride and glory of the entire family. They attend regularly, are always on time, exercise great honesty in all their work, never “cut up” and make brilliant marks in Chemistry. If the fellows keep up such good habits for three years what may they not develop into! There is no doubt but that they will become great Dentists, who will do honor to their Alma Mater and their chosen profession.

—F. W. H.

**Freshman Dental Football Team**

E. Mann—C.  
G. McGruder—Q. B.  
J. Doll—L. H.  
M. Greiding—R. H., Manager  
L. Sanders—F. B.  
H. Taylor—R. G.  
J. Pantelli—L. G.  
J. Williams—R. T.  
F. Kohm—L. E.  
L. Quillman—L. T., Captain

L. Wied E. H. Bohl—R. E.

**Freshman Basket Ball Team**

G. Gentry—C., Captain  
R. Lowry—L. F.  
J. Coleman, R. F.  
D. Doran—R. G.  
I. Bird—L. G.  
D. Moore—L. G.  
W. Henselmeier, Manager